0. MATHEMATICAL-UNIVERSE-HYPOTHESIS (MUH) BECOME SCENARIO (MUS)!!! (NOT YET A THEORY) VIA 10-DIGITS $[0 \rightarrow 9]$ SEPIHROT CREATION AUTOMATICALLY from DIGITS AVERAGED-PROBABILITY Newcomb-Benford LOG-Law; UTTER-SIMPLICITY!!!: It’s a Jack-in-the-Box Universe: Accidental?/Purposeful?; EMET/TRUTH!!! EDWARD CARL-LUDWIG SIEGEL, FUZZYICS=CATEGORYICS=PRAGMATYICS/CATEGORY-SEMANTICS ONTOLOGY COGNITION ANALYTICS — Siegel(2012) 10-DIGITS $[0 \rightarrow 9]$ AVERAGE PROBABILITY LOG-Law SCALE-INVARIANCE UTTER-SIMPLICITY: Kabbala SEPHIROT SCENARIO AUTOMATICALLY CREATES a UNIVERSE: (1) a big-bang $[\text{bosons (BEQS)}$ created from Newcomb$[\text{Am.J.Math.4(1),39(1881;THE discovery of the QUANTUM!!})$ - Poincare$[\text{Calcul des Probabilites,313(12)-Weyl[Goett.Nach.(14);Math.Ann.77,313(16)] DIGITS AVERAGE STATISTICS LOG-Law} <P(d)> = \log(1+1/d) = \log([d+1]/d) ]$ algebraic-inversion, (2) initial (at first space-time point created) $c= \infty$ elongating to timelike-pencil spreading into finite-$c$ light-cone] hidden-dark-energy (HDE) $[\text{forming at every-spacetime-point}]$, (3) inflation $[\text{logarithm algebraic-inversion-to exponential}]$, (4) hidden $[\text{in Siegel(87) “COMPLEX quantum-statistics in (Nottale-Linde)FRACTAL-dimensions” expansion around unit-circle/roots-of-unity]-dark-matter (HDM)}$, (4) null massless bosons ($E \rightarrow \text{Mellin-(light-speed squared)-transform/Englert-Higgs “mechanism”} \rightarrow (\text{timelike})$ massive fermions ($m$), (5) cosmic-microwave-background (CMB) $[\text{power-spectrum}]$ Zipf-law HYPERBOLICITY, (6) supersymmetry (SUSY) $[\text{projective-geometry conic-sections/conics merging in R/C projective-plane point at } \infty]$. UTTER-SIMPLICITY!!!
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